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About This Game

Camp W puts you in the role of a young Witch experiencing their first ever summer away from home at sleepaway camp. But
there’s a twist! (Isn’t there always?) Though you’re from the Witching Realm, where magic is commonplace, you’ll be enrolling
at a summer camp for Humans who have long since forgotten that Witchcraft exists. While summering in the Human Realm,

you'll have to conceal your identity and make sure not to get caught practicing your craft. Make friends, cast spells, and uncover
secrets during your first ever summer away from home. Welcome to Camp W!

Features
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Friending Simulator - Camp W is filled with interesting characters, but everyone can’t be your best friend -- that would be
exhausting. You’ll have to decide which campers interest you the most and then get to know them and their stories over the

course of your playthrough.

Mysteries Await - There’s more to a summer at Camp W than kickball and friendship bracelets. Discover secrets about the
history of the Witching Realm and battle evil forces who threaten to rain on your summer fun.

Get Your “Choose” On - You decide which camp activities to attend, which questions to ask, and how you want to respond at
critical moments throughout the game. One playthrough won’t be enough to explore every path of this branching story.

A Hand-Drawn World - Visit more than twenty beautifully illustrated locations--during the day and at night--and hang out with
fifteen fun characters, all of which feature a range of fun poses and expressions. Not to mention your Grimoire, which will fill

up with drawings as you play through the game.

Collectables Galore - Cast 12 different spells, earn 18 unique badges, and unlock 60+ illustrated memories. You’ll have to
replay the game to see them all, but it’s worth it--and you’ll earn achievements along the way.

All-Ages...But Not Just For Kids - Camp W was designed to be enjoyed by all ages, and we mean it. Youngsters and adults
alike will find a lot to love about the story, dialogue, humor and drama throughout the game.

Original Score - A complete score featuring more than a dozen tracks composed just for this game by talented composer and
musician Davey Thomas Tucker. Listen to it online for yourself right here!
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This game was quite unknown to me and probably is to most people. It's a game released in 2009 by Blue Omega Entertainment
and published by a bit more known company, Codemasters. Damnation is an Gears of War style game where you proceed in a
linear environment and shoot people from behind cover. You regenerate health to recover and you have your sidekicks whom
you also must keep alive. You can carry 3 weapons and different kinda cartridge based weapons is given for you right from the
start already.

The start is completely weird, you have this guy in some cave who starts telling a story and soon you're being showcased some
war at bridge without really knowing what time it's set in, why they attacked and most importantly.. when your team arrives..
why they arrive, who they are and where the heck they came from? This game doesn't explain alot of the reasons it also doesn't
seem that interesting either. Forexample on this bridge scene there ends up being some guy who slaughters armed men with a
sword because for some reason after these guys see how their fellow soldiers were just killed in closecombat, instead of them
just shooting the sword guy from distance, they decide it's a good idea to confront this guy and go and die :D Alotta stuff in this
game really makes no sense.

The game offers platforming, faster running and in general more agile character when compared to GoW. This is also where
things start to go wrong. Reason Gears of War gameplay succeeds, is because it focuses on only one aspect, covershooting and
all the effort was put on that aspect only. Damnation tries to do alot of things without really excelling on anything. Forexample
the platforming feels very clunky and just bad because the controls aren't really suited for that kinda gameplay because they're
tanky and yet at the sametime somehow also still overly sensitive. In Tomb Raider when you turn, it doens't instantly turn, in
Damnation your character does instantly a 90degree turn and this makes very confusing to control your character on some very
narrow space. Gunplay feels also bad because the character's handling just totally doesn't fit for a shooter kinda game because it
also was balanced for the platforming style but apparently the movement doesn't really work that well with either gameplay
style. So you are left with a goofy game that feels cheaply made.

The game is a very much handhold game. It heavily holds one's hand because if you don't do some act your sidekicks tell you to
do (ie. shoot this object), they just do it themselves then. Aka game plays itself. Map design is also very non-challenging
because everything is just so obvious and completely linear. Enemy AI isn't also good because sometimes they just stay still
looking at you without taking any actions against you, so you'll just have to end their life because you can't stand looking at that
brainless enemy.

Now some of the good things.. This runs on Unreal Engine 3 and due to that, it's also very configurable thanks to the .ini files
and because it's an UE3 game it also runs pretty well. As a aesthetic style choice, this game had potential kinda because it tried
some weird steampunk cowboy thing and from what I know.. that kinda stuff hasn't really been done.

Main menu works pretty well and loading screens are fast. But then you have this audio side of it.. when characters speak, it
sounds as if it was said up in the space. Aka there is absolutely no spatialization. The voices totally do not react to environment
in anyways (no echo, no reverbation..) they just come and disappear, sounds really odd. I tried to see if that thing would be fixed
if you use hardware accelerated audio and so I switched from the .ini file the game to use OpenAL API but that didnt' fix
anything. The game still suffered from the horrible environmental audio where the panning\/location of sound also was still
completely off. Forexample if you stood right next to your sidekick, on leftside of her, the sound would come from the
backright instead of from just right. Like wtf?

Visuals aren't also that impressive because as I soon noticed, the overly bloom and postprocess filled world was put for a reason.
So that you cannot see the dated look of it. Once you disable those effects from the config, the game ends up looking really
barebones. You see all the low res textures that the background environment has and also the actual area where you play doesnt'
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look that nice either.

Not recommended even from a sale because nothing in this game feels good, nothing.. Highly recommended to all the Bud &
Terence fans around the world!

It's a wonderful pearl, awesome gameplay and pixel art graphic. And music, I love the soundtrack, with the original songs.
It's really the last film of the couple, a journey across all their past films and "universes", never banal but rather brilliant and
funny.

Thank you Trinity Team, as Italian but first as a Bud & Terence fan, I am infinitely proud of what you have done.
And thank you for the key <3

Ps I hope to see soon in the game an Online Coop mode (it would be awesome to play with a friend not only on splitsceen), add
it and it will be perfect.

Pps I am bringing the game on my Youtube Channel, Terenzio Collina (italian translation of Terence Hill), for a full coverage.
Check it out, if you're interested in it!. Pretty great so far! Really good sense of style, both in terms of visual presentation and
the sound throughout. Core gameplay loop doesn't sound like much at first, but it's surprisingly addictive! Runs can take
anywhere from 1 to 10 minutes plus, so it can work quite nicely as something to play while you're waiting for your teammates to
die in PUBG, for example. Great variety in terms of maps, cars and weapons, all of which make for pretty drastic changes in
how the game plays out. The only real criticism I have is that it could use a few more enemy and Mod options - that's pretty
much it!. Part Hidden Object and part price haggling with rednecks and eccentric weirdos and re-selling antiques. It's GATS
approved.. Good game! If you like some labirints =) Well maded!

May be little bit boring... But its cool.. Nice afternoon killer if you're into the hidden object genre. The puzzles throughout are
pretty easy though.
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I you pre-ordered the Season Pass as I did, neither Steam nor Sega will honor that purchase and provide you will any of the
DLC. Steam says it's an issue with Sega; Sega says the problem is on Steam's end. Either way, I did not get the content that I
paid for, and neither Steam nor Sega are willing to do anything to help their mutual customers.. Like it but needs some
inprovment on the movement and ammo runs out quick. Looks cheesey until you actually play then awesome graphics for VR. I
am keeping it hoping it improves.. Cool game bad emulation configuration and horrid pricing.

Seriously this game was the bomb back in the day and is a must have with a controller.

You will need 3rd party joy2key software to enable controller support.

Doxbox can be buggy at points.

Pricing for the bundle should be no more than $15.

Pass this up unless on sale.. gamedpad keybord and mouse not working i cant start the game from main menu. I simply love all
those licensed cars in CMS2015, and Maserati is no exception. You get one classic car and two modern ones to buy, collect and
repair. What're you waiting for? Go, get it... :-)
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